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Billing Information:

AMS.NET will invoice against the contract once Purchase order is received and processed by AMS.NET. 
Failure to pay invoices may lead to cancellation of manufacturer subscription and early termination penalty. 

SaaS Contract Cost Summary:

Each contract has an annual adjustment period process to calculate and bill for overconsumption. 
At the end of each contract year, any additional licenses added during the prior year will be 
calculated and added to the contract. Your invoice will reflect the additional usage. At the end of 
the initial term, current agreement/subscription can be renewed by emailing a new purchase order 
to Mike Bruington, at mbruington@ams.net. To cancel your subscription at the end of the initial 
term, please notify Mike Bruington by email, no later than 45-days prior to end-of term. If we do not 
hear from you by 45-days prior to end-of term, your subscription will be automatically cancelled. 
We are required to give the manufacturer partner a 30-day cancellation notice.

AMS.NET will invoice against the original contract once a Purchase Order is received and processed by the 
AMS.NET internal team.  Failure to pay invoices may lead to cancellation of the manufacturer subscription and early 
termination penalties may apply.  In order to renew the subscription, please email a purchase order for the renewal 
term to Mike Bruington at mbruington@ams.net, in writing 45-days prior to the end-of-term.  AMS.NET will send out 
customer reminders notifying them of the impending renewal and the customer must provide purchase order for the 
renewal term to AMS.NET, Mike Bruington at mbruington@ams.net, in writing 45-days prior to the end-of-term to 
avoid cancellation.  Customer is subject to early termination fees for the remaining value on the contract if contract is 
terminated before the contract end date.

Contract Term 5 Year Annual Total   $41,718.00
Billing Term Annual Total Contract $208,590.00
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